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Determination of the shell growth direction during the formation of silica microcapsules by confocal fluorescence microscopy

Judith van Wijk, Joris W. O. Salari, Jan Meuldijk and Bert Klumperman

A novel procedure was developed to determine the direction of silica growth during the formation of a silica shell around aqueous microdroplets in water-in-oil Pickering emulsions. Two fluorescently labeled silica precursors were added consecutively and the resulting microcapsules were visualized via confocal fluorescence microscopy, allowing the conclusion that the locus of reaction moves in the positive radial direction, i.e. from the inside to the outside. A consequence of the growth direction is that water has to diffuse through the shell to participate in the reaction on the outer surface of the shell.

Introduction

For proper microencapsulation there is a demand for precise control of synthetic procedures in order to create capsules with well-defined architectures. This aim is important in view of the various potential applications, which can be roughly divided into protection and controlled release applications. A further goal is to avoid contamination of the core in order to keep the encapsulated active ingredients unaffected. To accomplish these two imperative demands it is necessary to fully understand the process of capsule formation. Protection applications are, for example, the microencapsulation of phase change materials and probiotic bacteria. Controlled release applications are for instance the controlled release of drugs inside the body and the controlled release of a selective reactant in a reaction mixture. Various applications ask for different types of capsules. In the case of controlled release applications the capsules should have a controllable permeability and for protection application the microcapsule should seal the active ingredient from the environment. Besides the capsule properties, also the encapsulation procedure is important. For example, bacteria are sensitive towards chemicals, pH and temperature changes in their surroundings. Silica as capsule material is suitable for a number of applications, since it is chemically and biologically inert, nontoxic and mechanically and thermally stable. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) is a well known silica precursor which reacts by polycondensation with water to silica. The reaction is catalyzed by a base or an acid. Typically, capsules formation via polycondensation reactions occurs by placing the necessary reactants in opposite phases. Therefore, the reactants only meet at the interface. So the interface is where the reaction takes place and a capsule is produced. But, a more profound understanding of the shell formation, instead of just placing the reactants in opposite phases, would lead to a better design of the encapsulation procedure. This is especially valuable in case e.g. the core should not be contaminated or if the shell should have a certain thickness. Various hypotheses have been put forward regarding the mechanism of formation of such microcapsules. When producing silica microcapsules from TEOS, most hypotheses are based on the notion that the hydrophilicity of the (oil-soluble) silica precursor changes as a result of the hydrolysis reaction during the course of the interfacial reaction. As a consequence, the silica precursor can either react at the interface to form a microcapsule or dissolve in the aqueous phase. However, experimental proof regarding the precise mechanism of shell formation is lacking.

In this work, silica microcapsules were produced by templating Pickering emulsion droplets in a water-in-oil dispersion. In view of the mechanism of shell formation, we present a novel method to determine the direction of silica growth, using confocal microscopy imaging. A fluorescein-labeled and a rhodamine-labeled silica precursor are added consecutively during the capsule synthesis. The direction of growth of the shell is determined by observation of the relative location of the dyes in the shell, using confocal fluorescence microscopy. Knowledge of the growth direction leads to a solid conclusion about the locus of reaction and provides insight into transport of reactants and products through the shell during the silica microcapsule formation.
Results and discussion

Silica microcapsules, with an aqueous core, were synthesized by polymerization of tetraethoxy orthosilicate (TEOS) in the presence of inverse Pickering emulsion droplets as a template and by using n-hexylamine as an amphiphilic catalyst. During this encapsulation method, silica particles are initially ultrasonically dispersed in a mixture of toluene and n-hexylamine. Water is emulsified in the silica particle dispersion by the use of a rotor–stator (IKA Ultra Turrax T18 basic) high-shear mixing device to yield a water-in-oil emulsion. Such a so-called inverse Pickering emulsion is most stable when the particles have a three-phase contact angle between 94° and 110°. Silica microparticles are known to be very hydrophilic, with a contact angle <10° and are therefore considered not to be suitable to stabilize an inverse Pickering emulsion. Generally, if silica microparticles are to be used in an inverse Pickering emulsion they first need to be hydrophobized. However, n-hexylamine has amphiphilic properties, see Fig. 1. When an amphiphile is added to a Pickering emulsion, the stability will be determined by synergistic interactions of the amphiphilic molecules with the stabilizing particles.

As a result of the synergistic interactions between the silica particles and n-hexylamine, it proved to be possible to use hydrophilic silica particles to stabilize a Pickering emulsion (Fig. 2A and B) as well as to stabilize an inverse Pickering emulsion (Fig. 2C–E). This phenomenon is also named phase inversion as a result of the n-hexylamine concentration. Fig. 2 shows light microscopy images of five different Pickering emulsions produced. The volume ratio of water to toluene was always 1 : 1 v/v, the n-hexylamine concentration increased from 5 to 57 mg mL⁻¹. Consequently, the emulsions were stabilized by the same number of silica particles, but every time with a different n-hexylamine concentration in the toluene phase.

An inverse Pickering emulsion was loaded in a reactor with overhead stirring and TEOS was added subsequently in order to grow a silica shell. Since water, as a reactant, is present in the emulsion droplet and TEOS is in the continuous organic phase, the precursor and water have the highest probability to react at the interface, see Fig. 3. However, it has been shown in previous work that the precursor can diffuse into the water droplet upon hydrolysis, and the reaction no longer exclusively takes place at the interface. On the other hand, it has also been shown that the use of n-hexylamine strictly directs the reaction to the interface and not to the inside of the emulsion droplets.

The silica particles that were used for the inverse Pickering emulsions were synthesized using a seeded Stöber reaction. This approach resulted in silica microparticles with a narrow size distribution $D_d/D_v \approx 1.01$, (Fig. 4A). The particle concentration in the Pickering emulsion to produce a certain droplet size (assuming close-packing on the interface), and the concentration of TEOS to produce a certain shell thickness were calculated as previously reported. To produce a Pickering emulsion with a narrow
droplet size distribution, the particles should be well dispersed in the oil phase before emulsification. So it is possible to form a close packing at the oil–water interface. This resulted in an emulsion with a droplet size distribution characterized by $D_z/D_v \approx 1.1$. After the addition of TEOS, a solid amorphous silica shell was formed around the emulsion droplets. The size distribution of the capsules was identical to that of the original Pickering emulsion droplet templates (Fig. 4B and C). The SEM images show that the majority of the silica microcapsules are intact, even under the high vacuum conditions required for SEM, which means they are robust. The capsules that are broken have remarkably spherical fractures. We speculate that the formation of these spherical fractures is caused by a pressure difference that is generated upon the evaporation of water outwards and slow diffusion of air inwards. This causes a pressure difference resulting in the spherical fractures.

During the shell formation it was anticipated that at a certain moment, the shell would form a barrier between the two phases and would cause the reaction to stop or at least to slow down significantly. Instead, the shell has a thickness of a few micrometers within a reaction time of 6 h and the thickness is consistent with the amount of TEOS that was added. This result indicates that the reaction did not stop but the shell continued to grow until all TEOS was depleted.

Part of the observations described above can be explained if the shell is growing from the inside to the outside. In that situation, water has to diffuse through the already formed shell to participate in the reaction. This means that the time constant for diffusion of water to the locus of reaction increases upon increasing shell thickness. As a consequence, the shell growth rate decreases with time, and beyond a certain thickness shell growth will apparently stop.

Confocal Fluorescence Microscopy was used to unequivocally determine the growth direction of the shell. A fluorescein-labeled and a rhodamine-labeled triethoxysilicate precursor were added consecutively during the capsule synthesis and the direction of growth was determined by observation of the relative location of the dyes in the shell, using confocal fluorescence microscopy. Through the synthesis of the labeled microcapsules, TEOS was added in 5 aliquots and to the second and fourth aliquot, one of
the silica precursor dyes was added. Every new addition was done after at least 3 hours of reaction time, to ensure sufficient conversion of the previously added TEOS. The labeled silica precursors were synthesized according to a literature procedure by the addition reaction between fluorescein isothiocyanate or rhodamine B isothiocyanate and aminopropyltriethoxysilane in ethanol. The amount of labeled silica precursors added was in the order of milligrams, relative to the total newly formed silica, which was in the order of grams. Both dyes were dissolved in ethanol upon addition, because they were taken directly from the crude reaction mixture. The extra ethanol that was added with the dyes did not influence the interfacial reaction, since ethanol is produced in much larger quantities during the course of the interfacial reaction. Also, when not reacted with aminopropyltriethoxysilane, the dyes do not chemically or physically adsorb to the newly formed silica shell. Before the rhodamine–fluorescein-labeled silica microcapsules were imaged by confocal fluorescence microscopy, they were washed with ethanol twice to get rid of un-reacted dyes. As a result, when the fluorescein-labeled silica precursor was added before the rhodamine-labeled precursor, the confocal fluorescence microscope images clearly show that the inside of the silica microcapsules is green fluorescein-labeled and the outside is red rhodamine-labeled and vice versa, (Fig. 5). This provides unambiguous proof that the shell grows from the inside to the outside. Besides that, the silica microparticles that initially stabilized the Pickering emulsion can be distinguished from the newly formed fluorescein-labeled silica shell. This is in agreement with the SEM images, Fig. 4. At a later stage, the newly formed silica engulfs the particles and silica formation takes place on the whole surface of the shell. This can be observed via the dye that was added last and that as a result covers the entire surface. Also visible, is the difference in shell morphology between the inner and outer side of the microcapsules, the outer side appears to have a more irregular morphology.

A direct consequence of the growth direction is that the reaction takes place on the exterior surface of the microcapsules. Hence, water has to diffuse through the growing shell to participate in the reaction. Initially, all necessary components for the reaction are in contact with each other at the interface and a very thin shell is produced. After that, water diffuses through the shell and as a result the shell can grow thicker, from the inside to the outside. Because the reaction is taking place on the outside of the capsules, there is a minimum of contamination of the dispersed phase.

Conclusion

The direction of growth of a silica shell around an inverse Pickering emulsion droplet has been investigated with the aid of fluorescently labeled silica precursors. Confocal fluorescence microscopy on the resulting fluorescently labeled microcapsules allowed us to determine the relative position of the dyes in the shell. Based on these results it was unambiguously shown that the silica shell grows from the inside to the outside, and silica formation takes place on the exterior surface of the shell. This procedure is possibly useful for other studies on growth direction and morphology in the micrometer and nanometer size-range.
Experimental

Materials

All chemicals were used as received, unless indicated otherwise. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), [3-aminopropyl]triethoxysilane (99%) and rhodamine B isothiocyanate (C₂₉H₃₀ClN₃O₃S, λₑₓ 543 nm, λₑₘ 495 nm, λₑₚ 580 nm in methanol) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. n-Hexylamine and ethanol anhydrous (99.8%) purchased from Merck-Chemicals. Toluene (AR) was purchased from Biosolve. Fluorescein 5(6)-isothiocyanate (C₂₁H₁₁NO₅S, λₑₓ = 495 nm, λₑₘ = 525 nm) (90% HPLC) was purchased from Fluka.

Monodisperse silica microparticles

The monodisperse silica microparticles were prepared by a seeded Stöber polymerization technique.31 First the seed particles were synthesized via the Stöber method.31 In short, TEOS (7 g, 33.6 μmol) and water (5 mL, 278 μmol) were solubilized in 100 mL ethanol, in a three-neck round-bottom flask of 250 mL at 25 °C stirred by a magnetic stirrer. After 10 min, ammonia (15 mL, 25%) was added to base-catalyze the reaction. After at least 6 hours of reaction time tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) (2 g, 9.6 μmol per addition) was added multiple times. Every new 2 g TEOS addition was done at least 6 hours after the previous addition, to ensure full conversion of the previously added TEOS.

The total amount of TEOS was adjusted so the monodisperse particles would have a diameter of 500 nm (if ρ = 2.15 g cm⁻³). Once the reaction was completed, the particles were left to settle, according to Bogush et al.32 the size of the particles can be related to the total number of moles of TEOS added: d = d₀(Nₜₑₒₛ/Nₜₑₒₛ,₀)⁴/₃, in which d is the particle diameter, d₀ is the average seed particle diameter, Nₜₑₒₛ is the number of moles TEOS added to produce the seed particles and Nₜₑₒₛ,₀ is the total number of moles TEOS added to the dispersion including Nₜₑₒₛ,₀.

Pickering emulsion

The inverse Pickering emulsion was prepared by first dispersing the prepared and dried silica microparticles in a solution of toluene and n-hexylamine, using ultrasonication, until a translucent dispersion was produced. The amounts of toluene, the silica microparticles and water were calculated according to Salari et al.33 Typically, about 16 mL of water, 2.5 g of silica particles (diameter 500 nm) and 60 mL of toluene was used. For all prepared Pickering emulsions, formulations were chosen so that the average droplet diameter would be 50 μm. A number of concentrations of n-hexylamine in toluene was used. n-Hexylamine in toluene concentration of 5 and 57 mg mL⁻¹ resulted in a stable inverse Pickering emulsion (Fig. 2). The inverse Pickering emulsion was produced by applying high shear via a rotor stator device (Ultra Turrax® T18 Basic) operating at 20 000 rpm. The time needed to obtain a proper emulsion was 2 min.

Synthesis of silica microcapsules

The silica microcapsules were produced by the addition of TEOS to the inverse Pickering emulsion. The reaction proceeded under continuous overhead stirring at 25 °C. The amount of TEOS was adjusted to produce microcapsules with a certain shell thickness, calculated according to literature.22

The rhodamine–fluorescein-labeled silica

Microcapsules shown in Fig. 5 were produced with an emulsion consisting of silica microparticles (2 g, diameter 830 nm), water (16 mL) and toluene with 52 mg mL⁻¹ n-hexylamine (0.51 μmol mL⁻¹) (150 mL). After the Pickering emulsion was produced, TEOS was added in 5 batches of 4, 4, 3.7, 4.1 and 2 g (19, 19, 18, 20 and 9.6 μmol). Every new batch was added after at least 6 hours of reaction time, to ensure complete conversion of the previously added TEOS. Together with the second TEOS batch, rhodamine-labeled silica precursor in ethanol (0.05 mL, 18 mg mL⁻¹ (7.8 μmol mL⁻¹)) was added. Together with the fourth TEOS batch, rhodamine-labeled silica precursor in ethanol (0.05 mL, 20 mg mL⁻¹ (10.6 μmol mL⁻¹)) was added.

The fluorescent–rhodamine-labeled silica microcapsules shown in Fig. 5 were produced with an emulsion consisting of silica microparticles (1.5 g, diameter 750 nm), water (12.8 mL) and toluene with 47 mg mL⁻¹ n-hexylamine (0.47 μmol mL⁻¹) (150 mL). After the Pickering emulsion was produced 2.5, 3, 2.4, 2.6 and 2 g batches of TEOS (12, 14, 12, 13 and 9.6 μmol) were added, after at least 6 hours of reaction time, to ensure complete conversion of the previously added TEOS. Together with the second TEOS batch, rhodamine-labeled silica precursor solution in ethanol (0.05 mL, 20 mg mL⁻¹, 10.6 μmol mL⁻¹) was added. Together with the fourth TEOS batch, fluorescein-labeled silica precursor solution in ethanol (0.7 mL, 18 mg mL⁻¹ (7.8 μmol mL⁻¹)) was added.

The fluorescent-labeled and rhodamine-labeled silica precursors were synthesized by the addition reaction of [3-aminopropyl]triethoxysilane with rhodamine B isothiocyanate or with fluorescein isothiocyanate, according to van Blaaderen et al.34 In short, in 5 mL anhydrous ethanol, 0.2 mmol of [3-aminopropyl]triethoxysilane (44 mg) was reacted with 0.1 mmol of the dye (53 mg rhodamine B isothiocyanate or 39 mg fluorescein isothiocyanate). The reaction proceeded for 17 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere at 25 °C.

Imaging studies (light microscopy (LM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and fluorescence confocal microscopy (FCM))

Optical microscopy was used to image the produced Pickering emulsions. The microscopy was performed on a Zeiss Axiosplan Universal Microscope. Samples were prepared by placing a droplet of the Pickering emulsion on a glass microscope slide, before placing it on the specimen stage.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to examine the silica microcapsules on, amongst other things, morphology and shell thickness. SEM was performed on a FEI Quanta™ 3D FEG low vacuum SEM/focused ion beam (FIB) instrument. The samples were prepared by placing a droplet of the sample on a sample holder covered by double-sided carbon tape. After the
sample was dried in air, it was sputter-coated with a thin layer of gold, for good conductivity during SEM analysis.

The rhodamine B and fluorescein labelled silica microcapsules were analysed with a fluorescence confocal microscope (FCM). The microscope used for FCM is a Carl Zeiss LSM 780 with Elyra S.1 superresolution platform. The images were made with a 561 nm (100 mW) laser (red) and with a 488 nm (100 mW) laser (green).

**Interfacial tension**

The interfacial tension between water and toluene, as a function of the n-hexylamine concentration in toluene was measured using a Dataphysics DCAT 11 Dynamic Contact Angle Meter and Tensiometer apparatus, a new solution with a predefined concentration was prepared for every measurement. The Wilhelmy plate method was used to determine the surface tension. The Wilhelmy plate was made of Platinum–Iridium and the width of the plate was 19.9 mm. Before use the plate was heated by a flame until it turned red and every measurement was performed at a temperature of 20 °C.
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